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Organizations across the world realize 

the importance of unique customer 

experience and are finding newer ways 

to showcase their top-of-the-line 

products and services in an 

experiential way. By combining the 

best of technology and industry 

knowledge, Experience Centres help 

establish a connect with the customer 

and ensure competitive advantage. 

A global software leader collaborated 

with a leading broadcasting network 

operator to imagine an innovation 

studio powered with next gen 

connected technologies. HARMAN 

helped the industry leader to build the 

Experience centre with innovative 

solutions and futuristic experiences.
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HARMAN’s ready-to-deploy 
Smart Solutions 
HARMAN Life-ware with its suite of smart solutions understands the 

ever-evolving needs and desires of the customers. With solutions ranging from 

Connected Health (HARMAN Remote Care Platform), Remote Education 

(HARMAN Media Suite and Video AI), Smart City (Smart Lighting, Smart Parking), 

Smart Farming (IIOT 4.0 for Agri Tech), Digital Kiosk Assistants, the experience 

centre had all of HARMAN’s Product IP portfolio that’s mature, feature rich, and 

with an extensive coverage of the market ask.

Voice Activated Solutions for 
enhanced engagement
With new and innovative solutions, HARMAN combined its voice assistant eNOVA 

with its other solutions powered by Huemen’s Creative Design to showcase PODs 

and offer an exceptional experience for the visitors at the centre. Smart Solutions 

ensured in redefining the customer interactions by intelligently responding to 

their interests and queries.
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HARMAN offered a one-stop-shop experience with ready-to-deploy solutions with 

zero development and accelerated time to market. Solutions deployed at the 

Experience Centre were flexible, future-proof and supported multiple use cases, 

enabling the software leader to test and validate the new service offerings with 

speed and agility. The intent was to leverage the space for executive meetings 

and utilize the technology lab for specific pilots.

A One-stop-shop experience for the 
software giant
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With the surge in demand for remote 

healthcare and education solutions, the 

idea was to imagine innovative pod spaces. 

For remote healthcare, the pod concepts 

were Open Space and Semi Reveal where 

Open Space had the contents visible from 

a wide angle, with just the back wall placed 

facing away from the audience and the 

Semi Reveal Concept had contemporary 

hard divider between the two spaces, 

eclipsing one while revealing the other to 

reinforce the notion of remote connectivity.

Remote Education Pods had Envelope 

Capsule, Split Capsule and Cut Reveal 

Concepts. Designed to resemble a closed 

office/classroom environment, the Envelope 

Capsule design had the potential to 

showcase automated blinds and other 

smart devices. Split Capsule is a blend of 

the semi-reveal approach and the envelope 

capsule as it reveals only one half of the 

Pod at a time. Cut Reveal Concept allows 

presentation to a larger audience without 

requiring them to be inside the Pod.

Designing Unique 
Pods to enable 
Remote Healthcare 
and Education
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People-first Solutions designed to 
transform lives

HARMAN Life-ware combines software and hardware solutions to make 

technology more human, deliver great experiences and drive rich interactions. 

The Remote Education, Remote Health and Smart City Solutions enabled the 

software leader to expand their reach by building smarter communities in 

collaboration with the state governing authorities. Along with its existing 

network, the plan was to deliver education and healthcare solutions to 

under-served areas of the state. 

HARMAN Life-ware with its people-first solutions has 
the potential to impact human lives across the world.
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